Modern Solutions
for the Future Fight
Modern battlefields demand warfighters maintain a competitive,
strategic advantage over adversaries. That means looking ahead.

Are you giving your teams what they need to succeed beyond the now?

Octo provides the right tools to overcome challenges before they become threats. Always with innovation and warfighters in mind, we have
been at the forefront of applying the latest commercial technologies in support of defense and intelligence sectors. Our subject matter experts
understand the importance of data management, security, and emerging technology, and how to best develop and implement user-centric
solutions safely and efficiently. See how Octo is supporting warfighters through the power of cutting-edge solutions.

Shatter Silos

Maintain Your Edge

Secure data brokering across the Defense
Intelligence Enterprise. The Defense Intelligence
Enterprise’s Common Data Fabric (CDF), enabled
by Octo engineering, makes data ubiquitous with
policy-driven data sharing at speeds and volumes
greater than ever before.

Empower non-technical users to deploy and maintain ML models
anywhere and deploy operational AI. Hatteras is a low cost but
essential MLOps solution that enables AI at scale, even at the
tactical edge. It empowers warfighters by preventing model
decay and adversarial AI, automatically retraining ML models
through a user interface that requires no DevOps experience.

Cross the Finish Line

Cut Through the Noise

Begin coding in minutes and rapidly deliver
capabilities to warfighters. Move quickly and
cost effectively into the modern software
world with a set of tools that supports all the
necessary services to create an advanced
Agile DevSecOps enterprise.

Enable intelligence discovery at mission speed. Used alone or
as a complementary suite, Octo CX™ products collect, aggregate,
sort, push, and store actionable information. Structured and
unstructured data, simple and complex imagery—Octo CX gives
teams what they need to know faster than ever before, even in the
most austere environments.

Why Octo
We don't shy away from tough challenges. We approach each situation with a fresh perspective; we listen to our clients and provide
the right solution for their individual agency needs. Our ideal clients are Federal agencies ready to take advantage of cutting edge
technology to boost effectiveness across their mission objectives. Modernizing infrastructure and software drives efficiencies that
reduce operating cost, enhance security, and increase focus on the user.

About Octo
Headquartered in Reston, Virginia, Octo delivers proven technology vital to intelligence, defense and national security, empowering
the future of fight. Dedicated to establishing battlefield dominance, bolstering warfighter survivability, and securing the nation, we
collaborate with customers to create, implement, and integrate at-scale next-generation technology and innovation.
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• DIA SITE-III

• AHRQ QSRS

• GSA Alliant 2

• AFLCMC ABMS

• Air Force DevSecOps

• GSA IT-70

• ARMY PMSS-3

• Army ACCENT (BOA)

• GSA PSS

• DHS EAGLE II

• Army DCO Eagle Shield
• DHS ADaPTS
• DHS SEAD
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